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In designing the protective scheme of electrical systems the folIo'wing 
prob!e:n has been encountered: \'7hat is the prolnhility of the required opera
tion sequence in case of simultaneouS' application of a cluster of circuit-breaker~ 
in different network configurations? The arising questions are as follo,e 

,\That is the probability of at least one of two circuit-breakers in series 

(Fig. 1) breaking up to the time t, 

if the fl'equency functions of the hreaking times of both circuit
breakers are identical: 

if the frequency functions of the hreaking times of both circuit
breakers are not identicaL but lag in time? 

"{hat is the relation hetwecn the numhcr of the circuit-breakers in series 
(Fig. 2) and the probability of at least Olle of them hreaking up to thc time t, 

supposed that the frequency functions of the Lreaking times of the circuit
breakcrs arc identical? 

In case of two circuit-breakers in series (Fig. 3) 'what is the prohahility 
of' A hrcaking earlier than B, 

if the frequency functions of the hred;:ing timcs of hoth circuit
brcakcrs arc identical; 

- if their frequency functions arc not identical? 
What is the probability of onc of a cluster of circuit-hreakers A in series 

breaking earlier than B (Fig. 4-), supposed that the frequency functions of the 
breaking times are identical? 

These questions can be answered hy applying the principles of probability 
theory. 

1. The first prohlem is the following: how can the resultant breaking 
time he influenced by applying two circuit-breakers in series? The arrangement 
of both circuit-breakers is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Let us examine the probability of at least one of the circuit-breakers 
breaking 'within the time t. The following presumptions are herewith adopted: 

The operations of both circuit-breakers are independent. 
The frequency function of the breaking times is of normal distribution. 
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By "breaking time" we mean the time from the event indncing the 
operation of the circuit-breaker to the ignition of the arc. (This definition 
departs from the standard definition, but it is more convenient for calculations.) 

The frequency function of the breaking times of circuit-breaker A I;;; 

!4(t). 
The frequency function of the breaking times of circuit-breaker B IS 

fs(t). 

A 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

The corrEsponding distribution functions are: FA(t); Fs(t). 
The question is: what 'will the combined frequency function of both 

circuit-breakers be like? It is required to know, what is the probability of the 
event that circuit-breaker A breaks at the time t without B having broken 

earlier. 
The probability of A breaking in the time interval t < 1) < t + dt is: 

P[A(t,t dt)] = f4(t)dt 

B E 
A 

Fig. 3 Fig . .J 

The probability of B not breaking before the time t is: 

P[B(r < t)] = 1 - FB(t) 

The probability of the simultaneous occurrence of both events can be 
calculated under the presumption that the events are independent: 

P[A(t,t dt) n B(r < t)] = fA(t) . [1 - F B(t)] dt (1.1) 

Inverting the preceding sequence: the probability of B breaking in tll(' 
time interval t < 1) < t dt without A having broken before the time t is: 

P[B(t) n _4(r < t)] = fB(t). [1 - FA(t)] dt (1.1a) 

The probability of the simultaneous ignition of the arcs in both circuit 
breakers is zero. As a consequence, the probability of one of the circuit-
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breakers breaking in the time interval t <::: f} < t + dt earlier than the other is: 

fAB(t)dt = f.-\(t)(l - F BCt)] dt + fB(t)[l - F A(t)]dt (1.2) 

If the frequency functions of the breaking times of both circuit-breakers 
are identical, this frequency function takes a simpler form: 

(1.3) 

Let us examine the distribution functions of frequency functions (1.2) 
and (1.3): 

since: 

and: 

i tit 

JfAB(-r:) dr = Sf A (r) dr + JfB (r) dr - J fA (r) FB (r) dr-

t 
J fB (r) FA (r) dT 

J(t) = dF(t) 
dt 

I t t 

" \' dF",(r) J' FB (r) 
1 

fA (r) FB (r) dT = -' - FB (r) dr = FA (t) FB (r) - -- F.", (r) dr 
. .' dr dr 

Hence: 

(1.4) 

If frequency functions of both circuit-breakers are identical, then the 
distribution function is: 

(1.5) 

The question was, ho-w the resultant breaking time could be influenced 
by applying two or more circuit-breakers in series. The resultant breaking time 
can be expressed by the expected value of the distribution, therefore the 
expected value of the combined distribution function of two or more circuit
breakers must be found. 

The frequency function of a single circuit-breaker is illustrated in Fig. 6. 
Connecting two circuit-breakers ,vith identical frequency functions in series, 
their combined frequency function fAA(t) decreases to the value - 0.5 (f 
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as illustrated in the figure; this value is characteristic of the decrease of the 
resultant breaking time. If the frequency functions of both circuit-breakers 
are not identical, the combined frequency function is f4S(t) (Fig. 7). Its expected 
value plotted against the shift between the expected values of both distribution 

~--! 

m-35J7/-25m-o 177 mfb m+26 17ifJ6 - t 

Fig. 6 

functions is sho·wn in Fig. 8. This latter has been drawn under the presumption 
that the dispersions of both distributions are identical, their expected values, 
however, are different. The difference between both expected values - the 
lag - has been expressed the follo·wing way: by ho·w much is the expected value 
for the higher-rate circuit-breaker (B) exceeded by that for the other one (A). 

2. The seeond problem is the following: how can the resultant breaking 
time or rather the expected value of the breaking time be influenced by con-
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necting a cluster of circuit-breakers -with identical distribution functions in 
. ? senes. 

The frequency function for two circuit-breakers is described by relation 
(1.3). 

The frequency function for three circuit-breakers starting from relationE 
(1.3) and (1.5) is the following: 

rn-36 rn-2i5 m-6 m m+i5 m+2i5mf36 - t 

Fig. 7 

056 6 

Fig. 8 

The corresponding distribution function is: 

t 

e /oq 

F3A(t) = \ 3fA(T) [1 -- 2F:4(T) + F;'(T)] dT = 3FA(t) - 3F;'(t) + F~{t) (2.2) 

In case of four circuit-breakers: 

(2.3) 

t 
~A(t) = J 4fA(T) {I - [3FA(T) 3F;'(T) + F~(i)]}dT = 

= 4FA(t) 6F;'(t) + 4F~(t) F~(t) 
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In case of Tt circuit-breakers: 

fnA(t) = nfA(t) {I - [(n ~ 1) FA(t) - (Tt 2 1) F:;"(t) + ... 

'" + ( I)(k-l) (Tt . 1', F~(t) + ... ~ (n -I}F~-l)(t)]} 
k , n --1 

(2.4) 

The freqency function curves showing the expected values of the resul
tant distribution in function of the number of the circuit-breakers in series, 
are illustrated in Fig. 9. It can be stated that the breaking time decreases 
with the number of the circuit-breakers in series. 

2 J 5 6 n circuil-brea,~ers in serieS 

Fig. 9 

The rate of the hreaking time decrease caused by connecting a cluster of 
circuit-breakers in series, can be determined on the basis of the precerling 

investigations. tI 

3. The third problem can be'put as follows: what is the probability of a 
distinguished one out of t·wo circuit-breakers (Fig. 3.) hreaking earlier than the 
other one? 

Relation (l.I) gi..-es the probability of circuit-breaker A hreaking in th(· 
time interval t <fJ < t + dt without B having hroken hefore the time t. 

From this relation the prohahility of B hreaking earlier than A in tIll' full 
time spectrum can he ohtained: 

(3.1) 

This integration can easily he performed if the frequency function:, or 
hoth circuit-breakers are identical: 

P[A n.8] = J fq(t)[I 
1 

2 

If the frequency functions of both circuit-hreakers are not identical, the 
integral is tedious to calculate, so it is ad'\isahle to apply a graphical method 
or a computer. 
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Suppose the frequency functions of both circuit-breakers differ only by 
their expected values, i.e. the expected value of the breaking time of one of the 
circuit-breakers is lower or higher than that of the other. Such a case is illus·· 
trated in Fig. 10, in which the expected value of the frequency function of 
circuit-breaker B is by (j higher than that of A. The function 

is illustrated in the mentioned figure; the integral of this function results III 

the required probability. 

m-36m-26 m-6 m m+6 m+26m+36 -- t 

-36 -2[) 

Fig. 10 

o 

I _ 
I p(AnB) 
I 

F(!!.. 11 

25 36-1 

The probability of circuit-breaker A breaking earlier than B illustrated 
in Fig. 11; the curve is plotted against the expected value for circuit-breaker B. 

4. The problem as put in the prefatory part, is the following: what is 
the probability of one of the circuit-breakers Ai in series (Fig.4) breaking 
earlier than circuit-breaker B? 

In Paragraph 3 the case was dealt with when cluster A consisted of a 
single circuit-breaker. In this case the wanted probability is: 
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If instead of A there are two circuit-breakers III series, the wanted 
probability is: 

(3.2) 

in which according to (1.2): 

-36 -25 o 26 76 -.dm 

Fig. 12 

If the frequency functions of circuit-breakers Al and A2 are identical, 
then according to relation (1. 3): 

If also circuit-breaker B has the same frequency function, then: 

= 

P[A 1 U A2 n B] = J 2fA(t) [I - FA(t)J~dt = - + [{I 2 

3 

Should the frequency function of circuit-breaker B be different from 
that of circuit-breakers A, then it is again advisable to integrate by a graph
ical method or by means of a computer. 

After this integration has been done, Fig. 12 illustra tes the probability 
of circuit-breaker Al or A2 breaking earlier than B, supposed that the fre
quency functions of circuit-breakers A are identical, and the expected value 
of the breaking time of circuit-breaker B is by the time In longer but its 
dispersion is the same as that of circuit-breakers A. 

The probability of at least one of the circuit-breakers A breaking ear
lier than B can be calculated in a similar way, under the presumption that 
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the frequency functions of all circuit-breakers are identicaL This is nothing 
else but an improvement of relation (3.4): 

- 11 
P[A1 UA2 U ... U AnilB]=~ (3.5) 

Other possibilities also present themselves for the solution of the prob
lems raised; the principles of these can be found in the Appendix. 

Normal distribution of the breaking times was the presumption undcr
lying our investigations. This presumption can, however, be considered only 
as an approximation, as the value of the breaking time cannot be negative. 
It would be more correct to take a reduced normal distribution into consid
eration, this would, however, make calculations more difficult. How correct this 
approximation be, can be judged only after determination of the actual distri
bution, by means of measurements. If the dispersion is small as compared with 
the expected yalue, then the approximation is correct. Parameters of the 
normal distribution (expected value, dispersion) are not known even hy accept
ing this presumption. Consequently, in case of an actual application, investiga
tions are to be made for the determination of the distribution of breaking times. 
The investigations commenced here are to be continued in this direction. 

Appendix I 

The problems put in the prefactory part can be solved by the application 
of an other principle, too. The train of thought of this kind of solution is pre
sented in the following paragraphs. 

Problem I: What is the probability of at least one of n circuit-breakers in 
series breaking before the time t? 

The opposite of the event that at least one of a cluster of circuit-breakers 
breaks is that none of them breaks: 

The probability of these events is: 

Let the distribution function F;(t) of the breaking time of the eircuit

breaker Ai be known. 
Accepting the presumption that the breakings by each of the cireuit

breakers are independen t eyen ts. the distribution function of the event 

[A] n .-42 n ... rAn] IS: 

[1 
F[.41 n .42 n ... n An] (t) = 

F4,(I)] . [1- F4 2 (t)] . .... (1 

5 Periodic" Po!ytpdllliea El. XllIi-! 

(F.l) 
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and from this relation: 

F[Al U A2 U ... U An] (t) = 

1 - [1 FAl (t)] . [1 - FA2 (t)]· '" . [1 - FAn (t)] (F.2) 

This latter relation is nothing else but a special case of the gcneral proba
bility theorem of JORD_'\N. 

This theorem presents namely the probability of at least k occurring out 
of 11 events. In our case k l. 

For two circuit-breakers this relation is 'ITitten as follows: 

F[.-'.UB1(t) = 1 

This relation is identical with R. (1.4). 
By means of relatioli (F.3) questions 1 and :2 of the prefatory part can 

be solved. Questions 3 and 4 can be solved hesides the way d('scribed above. 

also by applying the following principle: 
Problem 11: "What is the probability of a distinguished one (A) out of 

two circuit-breakers in series breaking earlier than the other one (B)? 
Let the distribution functions of both circuit-breakers be known: 

In order to simplify the calculation a different designation IS applied: 

f.-'.(t) = f(t) 

fB(t) = g(D) 

Investigating both fn-quency functions simultaneously, it is obvioul' that 
circuit-breaker A breaks earlier than B if 

(F. 4) 

The following prohahility is then·fore wantpd: 

P[(t - 19) . /0] 

For this purposp t he frequency function of random variahl!' (t (9) 
must be found. This can be obtained by combining the distributions. 

Let random variable (t ff) be denoted by 
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The tvt'O frequency functions being independent in our presumption, the 
combined distribution of t and iJ is: 

het, iJ) = f(t)g(&) 

The combined distribution function of both variables is: 

P[ ~ < z] = R (z) = .\J het, &) dt dO = .\Jf(t) g(O) dt dO 
E E 

After introducing the parameters 

the distribution function takes the foIlo'wing form: 

R(z) = JJ f(t) g(f) dt dO = JJ feu v) g(v) du dv = 
E H 

Z = 

= --L _.[ fell v)g(v)dvdu 

from which the frequency function of variable z is: 

= = 
r(z) = J f(u + v)g(v) dv = J f(u O)g(O)d{) (F.5) 

-= -= 

Considering that the examinations have been made under the presump
tion that the distribution functions of the breaking times are normal, the 
combination of these normal distributions is a normal distribution itself (1): 

r(z) = exp ~. ---"--1 l (x . TU)2.1 
j/2R:Tcr 2cr2 

where 

m = JJ(t) - lVI(fJ) 

and 

According to the curH of this frequency function, the probability of 
circuit-breaker A breaking earlier than B (Fig. 13) is according to relation (F.4): 

o 
P[A nB] = J r(z) clz 
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The curve in Fig. 11 is to be plotted according to this relation. 
If instead of a single circuit-breaker A there are a cluster of circuit

breakers in series, the problem is to be solved by "niting F[Al U A 2U ... uA,,] (t) 
instead of fA(t). 

-00' 

p[AnSi 

o m - (l-rJ)=z 

Fig. 13 

Appendix II 

The question arises, how the dispersion (j of a circuit-breaker operation 
can be stated. 

If a circuit-breaker performs n breakings among identical short-circuit 
conditions, generally n different breaking times are obtained. There is a shortest 
and a longest value among them, and these two values are the limits of the 
so-called "range", denoted by 10. If the number n of the tests is known, then 
the expected value of the range and the dispersion are related as: 

n 

E(w) 
(j 

Summary 

6 

2.53 

10 50 

3.08 4.5 

In designing the protective scheme of electrical systems the following questions are 
often encountered: 

What is the probability of one of a cluster of circuit-breakers in series breaking earlier 
than the others? 

How does the resultant breaking time change in case of a cluster of circuit-breakers in 
series? ~ ~ 

Taking certain presnmptions in consideration, the paper determines the wanted prob
abilities for different tripping times by means of distribution functions of circuit-breakers 
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